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ABSTRACT

Drought has severe consequences for humans and their environment, yet we have a limited understanding

of the drivers of drought across the full range of time scales on which it occurs. Here, the atmosphere and

ocean conditions that drive this continuum of drought variability in southwestern North America (SWNA)

are studied using the latest observationally based products, paleoclimate reconstructions, and state-of-the-art

Earth system model simulations of the last millennium. A novel application of the self-organizing maps

(SOM)methodology allows for a visualization of the continuumof climate states coinciding with thousands of

droughts of varying lengths in last millennium simulations from the Community Earth System Model

(CESM), the Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model E2-R (GISS E2-R), and eight other members from

phase 5 of theCoupledModel Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). It is found thatmost droughts are associated

with a cool Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO) pattern, but persistent droughts can coincide with a variety of

ocean–atmosphere states, including time periods showing a warm PDO or weak ocean–atmosphere anom-

alies. Many CMIP5 models simulate similar SWNA teleconnection patterns, but the SOM analysis demon-

strates that models simulate different continuums of ocean–atmosphere states coinciding with droughts of

different lengths, suggesting fundamental differences in their drought dynamics. These findings have im-

portant implications for our understanding and simulation of the drivers of persistent drought, and for their

potential predictability.

1. Introduction

Droughts threaten water and food security, human

health, and natural ecosystems (e.g., Acuna-Soto et al.

2002) and occur across a range of time scales, from

seasons to multiple decades. In addition to the risk of

natural drought variability, projections from state-of-

the-art climate models indicate that future drought

in southwestern North America (SWNA; 258–438N,

1258–1058W) will likely exceed even the driest decades

of the last millennium (Cook et al. 2015), although this

result may be sensitive to the choice of drought metric

(Roderick et al. 2015; Milly and Dunne 2016; Berg et al.

2016; Scheff et al. 2017). Despite the importance of

drought, the mechanisms that drive droughts across

the full range of time scales on which they occur re-

main poorly understood. Recent studies indicate that

droughts are triggered by a combination of land–

atmosphere feedbacks, coupled atmosphere–ocean in-

teractions, external forcing (e.g., volcanic eruptions),

and/or random shifts in atmospheric circulation (e.g.,

Delworth and Manabe 1989; Gutzler and Preston 1997;

McCabe et al. 2004; Seager and Hoerling 2014; Seager

et al. 2015; Cook et al. 2016; Stevenson et al. 2015, 2018;

Coats et al. 2013b, 2015a,b,c, 2016a,b; Ault et al. 2018).

Herein, we address the question of whether the dominant
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processes driving drought change as the temporal per-

sistence of drought increases.

A full characterization of the mechanisms underlying

drought requires a sufficiently large sample, including a

sample of relatively rare decadal and multidecadal

droughts. The instrumental interval is at most 150 years,

so actual observations of the climate system cannot

provide such a sample. However, ensemble simulations

of the last millennium (e.g., Otto-Bliesner et al. 2016)

provide tens of thousands of simulation years containing

thousands of SWNA droughts. Analyzing the ocean–

atmosphere conditions associated with these droughts

is a ‘‘big data problem’’ that cannot be fully addressed

with simple correlation or composite maps. For the first

time, we employ a self-organizing maps (SOM) analysis

approach (Kohonen 1982) to these model ensembles,

which allows for a more nuanced examination of the

continuum of ocean–atmosphere conditions that co-

incide with droughts of varying lengths in SWNA.

Models provide imperfect representations of the cli-

mate systemand the atmosphere–ocean drivers of drought

(e.g., Flato et al. 2013). Likewise, eachmodel simulates the

climate differently, so differences in drought dynamics

across models are expected, and it is important to de-

termine if model-based inferences are robust across sim-

ulations. Until recently, analyses like those proposed here

were not possible because of the computational expense

of running long (.500yr) model simulations, let alone

single andmultimodel ensembles of these simulations. For

the first time, such ensembles of simulations are readily

available, although their drought dynamics have not yet

been analyzed and compared in a systematic framework.

These ensembles include the National Center for Atmo-

spheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System

Model (CESM) Last Millennium Ensemble (LME) (over

12000 years of ‘‘full forcing’’ output; Otto-Bliesner et al.

2016), the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-

tion (NASA) Goddard Institute for Space Studies Model

E2 coupled with the Russell ocean model (GISS-E2-R)

Last Millennium (over 9000 simulation years; Schmidt

et al. 2012, 2014), and the full suite of Last Millennium

(LM) simulations from phase 5 of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5). The nearly 30000

simulation years across these single and multimodel en-

sembles are analyzed here to better understand how the

characteristics, occurrence, and dynamics of drought

across time scales differ based on different representations

of the coupled ocean–atmosphere system (Taylor et al.

2012; Schmidt et al. 2012). Observations and paleoclimate

records are also analyzed in concert with these simula-

tions, and a discussion of how structural biases within

these models may limit the real-world relevance of the

results is included in sections 3 and 4.

Previous research has focused on the roles of atmo-

sphere (Cayan et al. 1998; Seager et al. 2015; Stevenson

et al. 2015), coupled ocean–atmosphere (Trenberth

et al. 1988; Cayan et al. 1998;Meehl andHu 2006; Seager

2007; Conroy et al. 2009; McCabe-Glynn et al. 2013;

Seager and Hoerling 2014; Routson et al. 2016), coupled

land–atmosphere (e.g., Langford et al. 2014; Delworth

and Manabe 1989; Gutzler and Preston 1997), and ex-

ternal forcing (e.g., Stevenson et al. 2018; Coats et al.

2015b), including from greenhouse gases (e.g., Dai 2013;

Wang et al. 2014; Swain et al. 2014; Cook et al. 2014,

2015; Diffenbaugh et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2015; Ault

et al. 2016; Woodhouse et al. 2016; Udall and Overpeck

2017), in driving drought across a range of time scales.

Although previous work has highlighted the possible

ocean–atmosphere drivers of single drought events (e.g.,

Seager et al. 2015) or composites of drought events (e.g.,

Meehl and Hu 2006), here we take a novel approach to

studying drought by explicitly examining the continuum

of SWNA drought across time scales and the corre-

sponding coupled ocean–atmosphere conditions under-

lying droughts as a function of their length.We choose to

focus on SWNAbecause widespread drought conditions

lasting decades have been well documented in the pa-

leoclimate record and have also received considerable

attention in the climate science literature (e.g., Cook

et al. 2007, 2016; Coats et al. 2015a,b).We seek to answer

the following questions about droughts ranging from

years to multiple decades in SWNA:

1) What is the risk of interannual to multidecadal

SWNA drought over the last millennium in the latest

Earth system model data (e.g., CESM LME, GISS-

E2-R LM, and CMIP5 LM) and gridded paleoclimate

reconstructions [e.g., the North American Drought

Atlas version 2a (NADAv2a)] (Cook et al. 2007;

Otto-Bliesner et al. 2016; Taylor et al. 2012)?

2) Are the same oceanic and atmospheric conditions

associated with droughts across these interannual to

multidecadal time scales (e.g., Dettinger et al. 1998)

in the CESM and across all CMIP5 LM models? For

example, do persistent La Niña–like conditions in

the tropical Pacific (e.g., Cayan et al. 1999; McCabe

and Dettinger 1999; Seager 2007; Seager et al. 2008;

Cole et al. 2002) and an atmospheric blocking

‘‘ridge’’ (e.g., Swain 2015; Wang et al. 2014) lead to

all droughts, regardless of time scale?

2. Data and methods

a. Drought in southwestern North America

We choose to focus on SWNA (258–438N, 1258–
1058W) because of the prevalence of extended drought
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in this region in paleoclimate data (e.g., Cook et al. 2007;

Herweijer et al. 2007), and the strong connection be-

tween hydroclimate in SWNA and the tropical Pacific,

and to maintain consistency with previous literature

(e.g., Coats et al. 2013b, 2015b). We calculate droughts

over land for the SWNA region by averaging a hydro-

climate variable over the region to produce a regional

mean time series; a drought begins after two consecutive

years of anomalies below the mean of the full SWNA

time series and continues until two consecutive years of

anomalies above the mean (e.g., Herweijer et al. 2007;

Coats et al. 2013b). In addition to quantifying the length

of each drought, we also integrate precipitation (PR)

during each of these droughts to obtain a ‘‘severity’’

metric.

We use annual PR to calculate the drought intervals

used in the SOM analysis. However, we also employ a

number of different drought metrics to assess the con-

sistency of the results based on choice of hydroclimatic

variable. We show that model-based distributions of

drought length using annual PR and the Palmer drought

severity index (PDSI; Palmer 1965) are similar in

SWNA.We choose PR to calculate drought intervals for

all CMIP5 LM simulations because all CMIP5 models

provide a consistent and comparable PR variable. By

contrast, not all CMIP5 models provide the variables

necessary to calculate PDSI, and soil water tends to be

inconsistent and thus difficult to compare across models

(e.g., due to different resolutions in different land

models). In the CESM, we have also compared annual

mean PDSI to 30-cm soil moisture, 2-m soil moisture,

and PR and find that the variability in these three vari-

ables is similar to PDSI over the last millennium (not

shown). We also compare drought occurrence in the

CESM June–August (JJA) averaged PDSI with the

North American Drought Atlas PDSI (Cook et al.

2008); seasonal PDSI as well as annual PDSI and PR

drought length distributions in the CESM tend to

overlap with the seasonal NADA PDSI drought length

distributions.

b. Self-organizing maps

In this study, a self-organizing maps–based analysis

is used to characterize the continuum of ocean–

atmosphere conditions coinciding with SWNA drought

across time scales in the CESM LME, GISS-E2-R LM,

and CMIP5 LM simulations (Table 1). The SOM anal-

ysis classifies the thousands of ocean–atmosphere states

coinciding with droughts in SWNA in these simula-

tions into a smaller set of representative states. Spe-

cifically, we use the SOM method to classify annual

mean 250-mb (1mb 5 1 hPa) geopotential height pat-

terns during SWNA droughts (.1 yr in length) in these

model simulations. We also ‘‘track’’ whether certain

representative ocean–atmosphere states are preferen-

tially associated with longer (decadal–multidecadal;

$ 10 yr in length) or shorter (subdecadal; ,10 yr in

length) droughts. This methodology provides a novel

perspective on the continuum of ocean–atmosphere

states coinciding with drought across the time scales on

which it occurs. Although more commonly used corre-

lation and compositing methods are valuable for visual-

izing climate information in a condensed manner (e.g.,

Meehl and Hu 2006), the SOM analysis allows us to

specifically visualize the continuumof states that coincide

with droughts of different lengths. Here we present a

brief overview of the SOM methodology, but further

details about the methodology and its application to cli-

mate data can be found in Johnson et al. (2008).

SOMs are a clustering approach in which the simi-

larity of N-dimensional patterns from a set of samples

is maximized, such as two-dimensional (latitude and

TABLE 1. Model names, experiment types, and variables [surface temperature (TS), precipitation (PR), geopotential height (ZG), and

Palmer drought severity index (PDSI)] used in analyses. Historical 5 1901–2005 CE; CMIP5 Last Millennium simulations (past1000) 5
850–1850 CE. (Expansions of acronyms are available online at http://www.ametsoc.org/PubsAcronymList.)

Model and run Experiment Forcing Variables N

NCAR CESM1(CAM5) (runs 2–13) Last Millennium Ensemble,

Historical

All pmPDSI, PR,

TS, ZG

12

NCAR CCSM4 past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

CSIRO Mk-3L-1.2 past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

FGOALS-gl past1000 All PR, TS, ZG 1

FGOALS-g2 Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

FGOALS-s2 past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

GISS-E2-R r1i1p121, p122, p1221, p123,

p124, p125, p126, p127, p128

past1000, Historical All (varying

combinations)

PR, TS, ZG 9

HadCM3 past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

IPSL-CM5A-LR past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

MPI-ESM-P past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1

MRI-CGCM3 past1000, Historical All PR, TS, ZG 1
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longitude) geopotential height or surface temperature

patterns (e.g., Cavazos 2000; Cavazos et al. 2002;

Hewitson and Crane 2002; Cassano et al. 2007; Reusch

et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2008). Each cluster in a SOM is

associated with a single representative pattern (the

SOM ‘‘map’’), which approximates the mean of all

samples assigned to that cluster. Each SOM map thus

represents a generalization of all the observed physical

patterns in the input data that match it best, which is a

significant advantage over empirical orthogonal func-

tion analysis (EOF) because EOFs may not represent

physical patterns (Reusch et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2006;

Johnson et al. 2008). SOMs differ from traditional

clustering algorithms because the maps output from the

analysis are organized in a grid structure or topology, the

size and shape of which is user defined. This grid struc-

ture can be of any dimensionality but is typically two-

dimensional for SOM applications to patterns of climate

variability (e.g., Hewitson and Crane 2002; Johnson

et al. 2008; Gibson et al. 2017).

To illustrate the continuum of atmospheric circulation

patterns associated with SWNA drought across time

scales, we use the SOMmethod to classify the composite

annual mean 250-mb geopotential height anomalies for

all droughts (.1 yr in length) in the CESM LME, GISS-

E2-R LM, and CMIP5 LM simulations. After conduct-

ing the SOM analysis on the 250-mb geopotential height

anomaly fields, we also composite the annual mean sur-

face temperature (TS) anomaly for all droughts associ-

ated with each SOM map to determine the sea surface

temperature (SST) boundary conditions underlying the

geopotential height anomaly fields. The use of 250-mb

geopotential height anomalies in the region around

North America (158–808N, 1208E–3608) is chosen be-

cause these upper-level atmospheric anomalies are in-

dicative of the atmospheric circulation patterns directly

‘‘causing’’ droughts (e.g., Seager et al. 2005;Wang et al.

2014; Trenberth et al. 1988; Latif and Barnett 1994;

Swain 2015). We conduct the SOM analysis separately

for each model simulation (CMIP5) or single model

ensemble (CESM LME and GISS-E2-R LM). These

analyses yield 11 separate SOM 43 3 map grids (one for

the CESM LME, one for the GISS-E2-R LM, and one

for each CMIP5 LM simulation), resulting in clusters of

droughts from a given simulation that are associated

with similar patterns of geopotential height anomalies

(see further details below).

The user chooses the size of the grid structure in a

SOM analysis; here we choose a 4-map by 3-map panel

(4 3 3 grid) to attempt to span the full sample space

(e.g., the full continuum of oceanic and atmospheric

conditions that coincide with SWNA drought; Fig. 1).

The 4 3 3 SOM maps in Fig. 1 show the continuum of

states between the warm and cool phases of the domi-

nant modes of coupled atmosphere–ocean variability

that affect SWNA drought: the Pacific decadal oscilla-

tion (PDO), El Niño–SouthernOscillation (ENSO), and

Atlantic multidecadal variability or oscillation (AMV/

AMO) (e.g., McCabe et al. 2004; Conroy et al. 2009;

Coats et al. 2015a,b). Within the grid structure, SOMs

group maps with similar patterns close to one another,

so SOM maps (and the underlying geopotential height

patterns for each drought assigned to that SOM map)

influenced by same-signed tropical Pacific (e.g., El Niño
and La Niña) and extratropical Pacific and Atlantic

surface temperature anomalies tend to be collocated in

one area of the grid.

For example, Fig. 1 shows a 43 3 grid of maps from a

SOM analysis conducted on composite annual mean

250-mb geopotential height anomalies during SWNA

droughts in the CESM LME. The maps in the bottom

row of Fig. 1 resemble a cool PDO, and the maps in the

top row show a warm PDO. The left column of maps

tends to have a cool eastern tropical Pacific (La Niña–
like), and the right column shows a cool western tropical

Pacific (‘‘neutral’’ or El Niño–like). Furthermore, maps

in the top-right corner of Fig. 1 tend to show weak TS

and geopotential height anomalies, but maps closer to

the bottom exhibit stronger anomalies. Adjacent maps

represent gradients between the dominant patterns

represented in the corners; therefore, maps next to one

another in Fig. 1 may appear quite similar. The numbers

displayed above (below) each SOM map indicate the

total (decadal–multidecadal) number of droughts and

the associated percent out of the total (decadal–

multidecadal) number of droughts that are assigned to

that SOM map.

We have systematically tested smaller (e.g., 2 3 2)

through larger (e.g., 8 3 8) SOM structures. Different

SOM grid shapes (e.g., square or rectangular) and sizes

(e.g., 4 or 5 rows or columns) produce relatively con-

sistent results because they group different phases of the

relevant climate modes in different corners (e.g.,

Johnson et al. 2008; Gibson et al. 2017).

c. Instrumental-based data

We examine drought in SWNA during the historical

era (1901–2005 CE; hereafter all dates are CE unless

otherwise specified) using annually integrated PR from

the instrumental observation-based GPCCv7 (Schneider

et al. 2014) and mean JJA self-calibrating PDSI (scPDSI)

from Dai et al. (2004). We also correlate annual mean

HadISST (Rayner et al. 2003) SST andNOAATwentieth

Century Reanalysis (20CR; version 2c) 250-mb geo-

potential height data (Compo et al. 2011) with SWNA

GPCCv7 annually integrated PR (Fig. 2). The linear trend
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(1901–2005) is removed from all time series before cor-

relation calculations. We choose the 1901–2005 time in-

terval for the ‘‘historical’’ analysis because this time

interval allows us to directly compare instrumental

observation-based datasets to the CMIP5 historical sim-

ulations (Taylor et al. 2012).

d. Paleoclimate data

We use the updated North American Drought Atlas

version 2a (Cook et al. 2008) reconstructed PDSI. The

NADAv2a data are interpolated onto a 2.58 latitude 3
2.58 longitude grid of JJA-average PDSI values for the

United States, parts of Canada, and northern Mexico,

spanning the years 0–2006. Here we use years 850–1850

for the ‘‘last millennium’’ and years 1901–2005 for the

‘‘historical era’’ continuums of drought length (Fig. 3).

More information about this dataset and recent updates

can be found in Cook et al. (2014).

e. Earth system model data

Multiple metrics are used to analyze the Earth system

model (ESM) output. For instance, we use the JJA

Penman–Monteith PDSI (pmPDSI; Jacobi et al. 2013;

Stevenson et al. 2016) to compare the continuum of

SWNA drought lengths in the ESMs with the JJA PDSI

from the NADAv2a. For the SOM analysis we utilize

annually integrated PR for better comparisons across all

CMIP5 LM models. However, to check the consistency

FIG. 1. 43 3 SOMmaps of 250-mb geopotential height (contour lines) and associated surface temperature anomalies (shading) from the

CESM LME. Panels to the right of each map show the associated distributions of drought length (red boxplots) and severity (blue

boxplots). Numbers above maps indicate the total number of droughts (and their associated percentage ofN5 1210 droughts) associated

with each SOM map. Numbers below the maps indicate the total number of decadal–multidecadal (.10 yr; N 5 158 total) droughts

associated with the SOM map. Decadal drought numbers and percentages are shown in red (blue) if the associated geopotential height

anomaly pattern is significantly more (less) likely to be associated with decadal–multidecadal droughts than subdecadal droughts (see

main text for methods). The contour interval for 250-mb geopotential height anomalies is 0.3 (standardized anomalies), with solid black

lines indicating positive anomalies and dotted black lines indicating negative anomalies. Stippling over shaded TS (and black contours for

geopotential height) marks regions where the anomalies in the SOM exceed anomalies from a random draw of time segments in the last

millennium (see main text for methods). The horizontal dashed reference line in the boxplot panels indicates median drought length from

all 1210 droughts in the analysis. The black line in themaps outlines the region of geopotential height anomalies used in the SOManalysis.

On boxplots, the central mark is the median, the edges of the box outline the inner quartiles, and the outliers are plotted as individual

points outside the whiskers.
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of our results, we have also replicated the SOM analysis

using annual mean pmPDSI to define SWNA drought

intervals in the CESM LME (not shown) and find a

minimal difference in our results when compared to a

SOM analysis conducted on drought intervals defined

using annually integrated PR (Fig. 1).

We use surface temperature and 250-mb geopotential

height data to examine the ocean–atmosphere condi-

tions during droughts of various lengths in the CESM

LME, GISS-E2-R, and CMIP5 LM simulations (see

previous section). We remove the annual cycle and

normalized the data at each grid point in the 250-mb

height and TS fields. We then calculate the annual mean

at each grid point and remove the global mean to max-

imize the signal from internal variability in the data (e.g.,

to remove short-lived cooling from volcanic eruptions).

We mask out the land TS values before removing the

global mean TS to focus the analysis on the relationship

between SST patterns and drought in SWNA. We also

correct all geopotential height and TS fields for latitude-

dependent gridbox size before all calculations.

We composite 250-mb geopotential height anomalies

during each drought interval for input to the SOM

analysis, but this averaging tends to smooth (minimize)

anomalies during longer droughts and, by comparison,

magnify the anomalies during shorter droughts. To

correct for the effects of averaging time periods of dif-

ferent lengths to produce the inputs for the SOM anal-

ysis (e.g., the composite corresponding to a 2-yr vs a

30-yr drought), we calculate the effect of smoothing on

the standard deviation of the geopotential height and TS

fields. We then apply this smoothing correction factor to

FIG. 2. Correlations among annual PR averaged over SWNA and annual surface temperatures over oceans (shading) and annual 250-mb

geopotential height (contour lines) between 1901 and 2005. Map (bottom right) shows correlations among GPCCv7 precipitation averaged

over SWNA and annual HadISST sea surface temperatures (shading) and Twentieth Century Reanalysis 250-mb geopotential height

(contour lines) between 1901 and 2005. Remainder of maps show correlations in the CESM LME and CMIP5 historical simulations that

conducted the past1000 experiment (Table 1). The black box in the maps outlines the SWNA (258–438N, 1258–1058W) region used

throughout this manuscript. Solid (dashed) black contour lines indicate positive (negative) correlations with geopotential height.
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each grid point before conducting the SOM analysis.

This approach normalizes the input geopotential height

anomalies so that the magnitudes of anomaly patterns

during shorter drought periods are not more heavily

weighted than the magnitudes of the patterns during

longer droughts in the SOM analysis.

f. Monte Carlo analysis of the dynamics of SWNA
drought across time scales

One goal of using this SOM approach is to determine

if the ocean–atmosphere conditions driving droughts are

different across the varying time scales on which these

droughts occur. To do so, we use a Monte Carlo analysis

to test if certain SOMmaps are preferentially associated

with subdecadal versus decadal–multidecadal drought

intervals. In this analysis, we conduct a ‘‘random draw’’

of X subdecadal drought intervals 1000 times (where X

is the number of decadal–multidecadal drought inter-

vals: 158 in the CESM LME and 147 in the GISS-E2-R)

and then calculate the Euclidean distance for each of the

X randomly drawn composite geopotential height pat-

terns with each map in the 4 3 3 SOM corresponding

to all drought intervals (section 2b). The minimum Eu-

clidean distance determines to which of these SOM

maps a randomly drawn subdecadal drought interval is

most closely related. We then calculate the percent of

these randomly selected subdecadal drought intervals

that are most closely associated with each SOM map.

This analysis produces 1000 values of the percent asso-

ciation of subdecadal drought intervals with each of the

4 3 3 SOM maps, and the 5th and 95th percentiles of

these values are used to determine if significantly more

or fewer decadal–multidecadal droughts are associated

with each SOM map. SOM maps ‘‘significantly’’ more

likely to be associated with decadal–multidecadal (sub-

decadal) drought intervals are shown in red (blue) text

in Fig. 1.

We also test whether the geopotential height anom-

alies in each SOMmap and the TS anomalies associated

with that SOM map are significantly different than a

random draw of these variables in the CESM LME and

GISS-E2-R LM (stippling in SOM figures). To conduct

this analysis, we first determine the number of droughts

and lengths of the drought intervals represented in each

FIG. 3. Drought distributions over the historical (1901–2005)

and last millennium (850–1850) time periods. Boxplots show

(a) historical distributions of drought length in the CESM LME

(pmPDSI), the NADAv2a (PDSI), GPCCv7 (precipitation), and

Dai scPDSI, and (b) distributions of drought lengths during the last

millennium in the CESM LME (annual PDSI), CESM LME (an-

nual PR), GISS-E2-R (annual PR), CMIP LM (annual PR), and

 
the NADAv2a (JJA PDSI). (c) The mean per century drought

risk as a function of drought length in each of these data sources

(CESMLMEPDSI, CESMLME PR, GISS-E2-R LM PR, CMIP5

LM PR, and NADAv2a PDSI). Shading outlines maximum

and minimum values in individual simulations from each model

ensemble.
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SOM map, then randomly draw and average combina-

tions of these numbers of TS and geopotential height

anomalies 1000 times. We then calculate the 5th and

95th percentiles of these random draws and stipple re-

gions in the SOM figures where the anomalies in the

SOM fall outside these values.

3. Results and discussion

a. Model validation: SWNA drought and
teleconnections in the twentieth century

A comparison of the distribution of drought lengths in

SWNA during the historical era (1901–2005 CE) among

the CESM and various instrumental-based data prod-

ucts suggests that the CESM simulates the observed

distribution of drought length relatively well (Fig. 3a).

The median drought length in all 12 CESM simulations

during the historical interval is about six years, and the

median drought length in the observation-based data-

sets are all less than five years. However, the CESM

LME shows more decadal–multidecadal ‘‘outliers’’ than

any of the instrumental-based data products. The in-

strumental record may not provide enough data to

capture the full continuum of hydroclimatic variability

in SWNA (e.g., Woodhouse and Overpeck 1998; Cook

et al. 2004; Stahle et al. 2007; Ault et al. 2014, 2018;

Stevenson et al. 2018), so we also compare the distri-

bution of droughts in one CESM LME simulation (run

3) to the instrumental record and find that the median

drought length and overall distribution of drought

length in one CESM LME run overlaps with observa-

tions (Fig. 3a). We also compare drought length distri-

butions in the CESM LME and CMIP5 LM simulations

to drought distributions in the NADAv2a in section 3b

(Fig. 3b).

SST boundary conditions in the tropical Pacific are

known to play a role in driving atmospheric circulation

anomalies and thus droughts in SWNA (e.g., Bjerknes

1969; Cayan and Peterson 1989; Cayan et al. 1998;

Trenberth et al. 1998; Seager et al. 2005; Coats et al.

2013a). A comparison of the correlations among SWNA

hydroclimatic variability and global SSTs and 250-mb

geopotential height anomalies in instrumental observa-

tion-based data and the CESM (Fig. 2) suggests that

the CESM captures the spatial pattern of the SWNA

teleconnection, but that the CESM shows a stronger

teleconnection than is observed (Fig. 2). The GISS-

E2-R also realistically simulates the spatial pattern

of the SWNA-SST and 250-mb geopotential height tel-

econnections, but overall SWNA PR in the GISS-E2-R

shows a weaker relationship with SST and atmospheric

circulation. The other CMIP5 LM models used in this

analysis show similar patterns, but the magnitude of the

pattern in the CESM is also stronger than themagnitude

of this pattern in most other models (Fig. 2). Impor-

tantly, the amplitude of ENSOvariability is too strong in

the CESM (e.g., Stevenson et al. 2016; Parsons et al.

2017), and thus there is a possibility that the dynamics

underlying hydroclimatic variability in this model may

disagree with observations (e.g., Ault et al. 2013;

Stevenson et al. 2015; Otto-Bliesner et al. 2016). Further

analysis of the CESM LME model performance can be

found in Otto-Bliesner et al. (2016) and Stevenson et al.

(2016, 2017), and a discussion of how this bias may im-

pact the interpretation and real-world relevance of our

results is included in section 4.

b. Last millennium SWNA drought length continuum

The simulated annual pmPDSI and PR drought length

continua are similar to one another and to the

paleoclimate-based NADAv2a JJA PDSI (Fig. 3b). The

overall distribution and continuum of drought lengths in

the CESM LME generally overlap with the NADAv2a

(Coats et al. 2015b; Stevenson et al. 2017). The CESM

LME, GISS-E2-R LM, CMIP5 LM, and paleoclimate

data tend to show that the region experiences distinct

drought intervals lasting 2–3 years at least twice per

century, intervals lasting 5 years about once per century,

intervals lasting 5–10 years about once every other

century, and a decadal–multidecadal drought inter-

val once every few centuries (Fig. 3c). The NADAv2a

indicates the region has a lower risk of interannual

drought (2–4 years in length) and higher risk of decadal

drought (15–20 years in length) than the model en-

semble means. However, the drought length distribu-

tions of individual simulations within these ensembles

show better agreement with the NADAv2a distribution

(shading in Fig. 3c).

c. CESM LME SOM analysis

A combination of internal atmospheric variability and

oceanic forcing from the tropical and extratropical Pa-

cific and Atlantic may help drive droughts lasting from

years to decades (Cayan and Peterson 1989; Cayan et al.

1998; Seager et al. 2005; Seager and Hoerling 2014;

Coats et al. 2015b; Stevenson et al. 2015). However, the

continuum of atmosphere–ocean conditions that leads

to drought across these time scales has not been studied.

Here we find that two dominant upper-atmospheric

circulation patterns (250-mb height anomalies) tend

to coincide with both subdecadal and decadal–

multidecadal drought intervals in SWNA: 1) a ridge

(e.g., Green 1977) centered off the coast of western

North America, south of Alaska and extending over

SWNA (e.g., Seager et al. 2005; Wang et al. 2014; Swain
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2015); and 2) a ridge centered over the North Pacific

gyre, east of the Japan Current/Kuroshio Extension

(e.g., McCabe-Glynn et al. 2013). Both shorter and

longer droughts tend to be associated with these pat-

terns, suggesting that SWNA droughts on all time scales

(subdecadal–multidecadal) are associated with similar

atmospheric ridge patterns over the northwest Pacific in

the CESM LME (contour lines in Fig. 1), but the more

persistent droughts tend to coincide with larger positive

geopotential height anomalies over the Kuroshio Ex-

tension region (right, bottom panels in Fig. 1). The ridge

patterns over the Pacific in these composites represent a

combination of multiple distinct, shorter-time-scale at-

mospheric circulation patterns (e.g., Cayan et al. 1998).

In this analysis, we show the mean of these shorter-lived

patterns during each drought interval. These composite

climate states are thus not indicative of one persistent

climate state during each drought, but rather the dif-

ferences in composites can be interpreted as capturing a

different set of these shorter-time-scale atmospheric

circulation patterns.

In the CESM, the drought intervals assigned to a

specific SOM map tend to also have consistent un-

derlying surface temperature ‘‘boundary’’ conditions.

For instance, we find that upper atmospheric positive

height anomaly patterns on average are centered over

regions with anomalously warm surface temperatures

(shading in Fig. 1). In aggregate, droughts appear to be

associated with two dominant patterns of surface tem-

perature anomalies: 1) ;20% of droughts cluster in a

warm PDO-like pattern (Mantua and Hare 2002), with

warm waters off the coast of the North American west

coast (top left, Fig. 1), and 2) ;40%–50% of droughts

cluster in a cold PDO-like pattern, with cool waters off

the North American west coast and particularly warm

waters over the Kuroshio Extension region (bottom

row, Fig. 1) (McCabe-Glynn et al. 2013; Qiu 2000). Al-

thoughmost droughts coincide with a La Niña–like state
(left side, Fig. 2; Seager et al. 2005; Conroy et al. 2009),

;20% of droughts are associated with a cool western

tropical Pacific, provided the PDO is in a ‘‘cool’’ state

(lower right, Fig. 1). All the CESM LME maps in this

SOM (Fig. 1) show a slightly cool tropical Atlantic re-

gion (Meehl and Hu 2006) and a warm extratropical

North Atlantic region (e.g., McCabe et al. 2004; Seager

and Hoerling 2014) south of Greenland. This cool

tropicalAtlantic relationshipwith SWNAdrought in the

CESM LME contrasts with previous research indicating

that a warm tropical Atlantic can lead to drought in

western North America (e.g., Seager et al. 2005, 2008;

Kushnir et al. 2010).

Similar ocean–atmosphere conditions tend to co-

incide with droughts across a range of time scales as

exhibited by the largely consistent percentage values in

Fig. 1 for subdecadal versus decadal drought intervals.

Nevertheless, decadal–multidecadal droughts are more

likely to coincide with certain atmospheric circulation

and surface temperature conditions in the CESM LME.

To demonstrate this, we examine the differences be-

tween subdecadal and decadal–multidecadal droughts

using a random draw approach (see section 2) to de-

termine if each SOM map is statistically more likely to

be associated with decadal–multidecadal (versus sub-

decadal) drought. We find that a cool PDO-like pattern

(with positive upper-level geopotential height and pos-

itive surface temperature anomalies over the Kuroshio

Extension) is significantly more likely to be associated

with drought intervals of decadal–multidecadal length

(e.g., ;15% of decadal–multidecadal droughts as com-

pared to ;9% of subdecadal droughts; bottom right,

Fig. 1). By contrast, subdecadal droughts coincide with a

cool eastern tropical Pacific and a weak warm PDO

nearly twice as often as decadal–multidecadal droughts

(e.g., ;9% of subdecadal droughts vs ;4% of decadal–

multidecadal droughts; upper left, Fig. 1). Despite these

differences, droughts across time scales coincide with all

the patterns shown in Fig. 1, so one length of drought is

not exclusively associated with one ocean–atmosphere

pattern.

A portion of both subdecadal and decadal–multidecadal

droughts (;25%) are associated with geopotential

height and SST anomaly patterns of minimal magnitude

(top-right panels, Fig. 1). The presence of such weak

and/or inconsistent SST patterns during extended

drought intervals suggests that consistent SST bound-

ary forcing is not necessary to drive all decadal–

multidecadal droughts (e.g., Stevenson et al. 2015),

and that these longer droughts can be driven by purely

internal atmospheric variability and/or land surface

feedbacks.

The SOM methodology allows us to condense large

amounts of information about ocean–atmosphere con-

ditions during SWNA droughts into a well-organized

map structure, but the SOM methodology has limita-

tions. Specifically, SOMs remove all information about

individual drought periods and their dynamics in favor

of a single map that represents a composite of these

dynamics. Thus, we use a pattern correlation analysis

to better understand how consistent the ocean–

atmosphere conditions in individual drought periods

are with the SOMmap to which the drought is assigned.

Specifically, the pattern correlation metric is calculated

between each individual geopotential height anomaly

and TS anomaly pattern and the SOM map to which it

was assigned (Fig. 4). Pattern correlations are calculated

over the outlined boxes in Figs. 1 and 3 (158–808N,
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1208E–3608) for geopotential heights and for TS fields

over all ocean regions. The cool ‘‘PDO-like’’ maps

(bottom row in Fig. 1; Fig. 4) show the highest internal

consistency, with mean pattern correlation values of

;0.7 for the TS maps and ;0.8 for geopotential height.

There is similarly good agreement among the La Niña–
like maps (left column in Fig. 4), with median TS and

geopotential height R values between;0.5 and 0.8. The

maps associated with weaker surface temperature and

upper atmospheric anomaly patterns (upper right,

Fig. 4) show less agreement, with median TS R values

ranging from 0.39 to 0.6 (and in a few cases, the TSmaps

within the upper-right map have a negative R value).

Disagreement among the TS patterns of the individual

droughts with the SOM maps can be interpreted as

further evidence that a range of surface temperature

patterns can be associated with similar geopotential

height anomalies that lead to drought in SWNA. This is

particularly true of the upper-right SOMmaps in Fig. 4,

where the poor agreement in the underlying TS anomaly

patterns suggests a large role for stochastic atmospheric

variability in driving these droughts. Poor agreement

could also be due to the possibility that multiple ocean–

atmosphere states are averaged together during these

droughts to create a weak aggregate of anomalies (e.g.,

Cayan et al. 1998), implying an important role for the

trajectory of the ocean–atmosphere conditions and not

a persistent state of these conditions. Nevertheless, a

PDO-like pattern is the dominant surface boundary

condition pattern that coincides with most extended

drought in SWNA, and the corresponding SOM maps

(bottom row of Fig. 1; Fig. 4) have individual droughts

with largely consistent TS boundary conditions.

d. CESM LME–CMIP5 LM SOM comparison

Here we expand our analysis to the nine CMIP5 LM

simulations (Table 1) to determine if there is intermodel

agreement about the continuum of conditions leading to

drought in SWNA. Specifically, in Fig. 5 we show the

maximum pattern correlation among each CMIP5 LM

4 3 3 SOM map with each of the CESM LME SOM

maps. The SOM algorithm does not necessarily place

similar patterns in the same positions for each of the

individual SOM analyses (e.g., the cool PDO-like

FIG. 4. As in Fig. 1, but panels to the right of each map show the associated distribution of pattern correlations (dark blue boxplots) of

individual surface temperature anomaly maps and geopotential height maps (light blue boxplots) within each SOM node. The numbers

above (below) each boxplot indicate the mean geopotential height (temperature) correlation in the adjacent boxplots and SOM node.
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pattern in the lower right in theCESMLMESOMmight

not be in the lower right for the SOM output from an-

other CMIP5 model). We thus show the maximum

pattern correlations between all 12 CMIP5 LM SOM

maps and the 12 SOM maps from the CESM LME in

two 12 3 12 correlation matrices, one for geopotential

height and one for TS (Fig. 5). There tends to be strong

agreement among the CESM and CMIP5 LM simula-

tions that similar ridge-like patterns lead to drought in

SWNA (Fig. 5a). NCARCCSM4, IPSL-CM5A-LR, and

FGOALS-s2 tend to show the strongest positive R

values, and thus the best agreement with the 250-mb

geopotential height SOMmaps in the CESM. However,

the CSIRO-Mk3L-1.2, FGOALS-GL, HadCM3, and

MPI-ESM-P tend to show lower R values with many of

the geopotential height patterns in the CESM LME

SOM, especially the upper row (e.g., the row with a

relatively weak upper-level ridge centered off the west

coast of North America).

In general, there is also good agreement among these

models that cool PDO-like patterns coincide with strong

upper-level ridge patterns over the northwest Pacific.

However, these models tend to disagree about the other

(noncool PDO) TS patterns that coincide with drought

in SWNA (Fig. 5b). Even in the NCAR CCSM4, a

model from the same lineage as the CESM, there is

relatively poor agreement with the CESM related to TS

boundary forcing of SWNA drought for the ‘‘warm

PDO’’ drought conditions. The CESM LME and

CMIP5 LM SOM map differences likely arise from the

differing teleconnection patterns between SWNA and

the Pacific and Atlantic in the different CMIP5 LM

models (e.g., Coats et al. 2013a, 2015a), in addition to the

differences in the mean state and variability in the Pa-

cific in these models (e.g., Brown et al. 2014; Bellenger

et al. 2014).

e. GISS-E2-R LM SOM analysis

Here we use the ensemble of last millennium sim-

ulations from the GISS-E2-R model to examine if

the relationship between subdecadal versus decadal–

multidecadal drought and atmosphere–ocean conditions

is similar to the CESM (section 3c; Figs. 1 and 5). This

comparison is particularly useful given that the GISS-

E2-R model shows a much different mean state (e.g.,

Brown et al. 2014) and TS variability in the tropical

Pacific than the CESM (e.g., Bellenger et al. 2014;

Parsons et al. 2017) and is also one of the models with

the poorest overall agreement with the CESM SWNA

drought patterns (Figs. 5 and 6). Like in the CESM,

there are differences in the dynamics of subdecadal

versus decadal–multidecadal droughts in the GISS-E2-

R, but these differences are manifested mostly as a

tropics versus high latitudes zonally symmetric pattern

in the GISS-E2-R (Fig. 6). Subdecadal droughts in the

GISS-E2-R are significantly more likely (see section 2)

to be associated with a La Niña–like cool eastern trop-

ical Pacific and a slightly warmPDO.By contrast, a large

proportion (;35%) of decadal–multidecadal droughts

are significantly more likely to be associated with a

slightly cool PDO-like pattern and a more zonally

symmetric TS and geopotential height anomaly pattern

FIG. 5. Heat maps of the maximum pattern correlations (shading) between the 4 3 3 SOM maps for the CESM

LME and the 4 3 3 SOM maps for the nine CMIP5 LM simulations (using all subdecadal and decadal droughts).

(a) Geopotential height pattern correlations over the region outlined in Fig. 1. (b) Surface temperature correla-

tions. Numbers on y axis indicate the CESM LME SOM map (Fig. 1) and its associated maximum pattern cor-

relation across all 12 maps of each CMIP5 LM SOM.
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(bottom right maps, Fig. 6). The zonal TS anomaly dif-

ferences manifest themselves in the atmosphere as well;

droughts in the GISS-E2-R tend to be associated with

strong zonally symmetric geopotential height patterns at

;408–508N (top row, Fig. 6) and at ;308–408N (bottom

row, Fig. 6). This zonal tropical versus extratropical

pattern may partly be attributed to the simulated effects

of volcanic forcing in the GISS-E2-R, in which aerosols

from volcanic eruptions appear to show a similar zonal

impact (e.g., Driscoll et al. 2012; Parsons et al. 2017). It is

important to note that each of these nine GISS simula-

tions uses different combinations of forcings over the

last millennium (Schmidt et al. 2012), making the com-

parison to the CESM results imperfect (as the 12 CESM

LME simulations have the same forcings as each other

and different forcings than the nine GISS simulations).

4. Conclusions

Here we examine the continuum of SWNA drought

lengths in instrumental, paleoclimate, and CMIP5-

class model data. We find that the overall distribution

and continuum of simulated drought lengths appears

consistent with the paleoclimate-based NADAv2a

drought reconstruction (Stevenson et al. 2017; Coats

et al. 2015b). The CESMLME, GISS-E2-R LM, CMIP5

LM, and NADAv2a data tend to agree that the region

experiences distinct droughts lasting two to three years

multiple times per century, droughts last lasting five

years about once per century, droughts spanning 5–10

years about once every other century, and a decadal-

scale drought once every few centuries (Fig. 3). How-

ever, themean CESMLMEandCMIP5 LM simulations

may overestimate the risk of short droughts (,5 yr) and

underestimate the risk of longer droughts (15–20 yr) as

compared to the NADAv2a. These findings confirm

recent work that suggests a discrepancy in low-

frequency hydroclimatic variability between observa-

tions, climate models and the paleoclimate record (e.g.,

Ault et al. 2013; Coats et al. 2015b; Stevenson et al. 2015;

Otto-Bliesner et al. 2016). Although proxy records may

present spectral biases that project onto climate re-

constructions (e.g., Franke et al. 2013), the NADAv2a

has relatively consistent and widespread data coverage

over SWNA in the last millennium and should capture

SWNA drought timing (based on instrumental-era

FIG. 6.As in Fig. 1, but for geopotential height (contour lines) and associated surface temperature anomalies (shading) fromnineNASA

GISS-E2-R LM (past1000) simulations during droughts (N5 715 composite climate states during drought in this SOM, ranging in length

from 2 to 33 years, including 147 decadal–multidecadal droughts).
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verification; e.g., Cook et al. 2010). However, since we

rely solely on the NADAv2a for verifying if the latest

climate models are able to reproduce the real-world

SWNA drought length continuum, it is difficult to de-

termine if these differences result from model bias.

Nonetheless, the NADAv2a is currently one of the only

publicly available, annually resolved, observationally

based data sources for studying annually resolved hy-

droclimatic variability of the past in North America

and represents an important benchmark for model

simulations.

Despite these CMIP5-NADAv2a data discrepancies,

these data sources agree that SWNA has experienced

multidecadal droughts multiple times over the last mil-

lennium. However, there is a limited understanding of

the drivers of SWNA drought across the range of time

scales on which it occurs. Here we attempt to answer if

droughts from interannual-to-multidecadal time scales

are associated with similar ocean–atmosphere condi-

tions. Using a SOM analysis we find that droughts of all

lengths coincide with atmospheric ‘‘ridges’’ (positive

geopotential height anomalies) at 250mb over theNorth

Pacific. The atmospheric conditions leading to drought

are similar across time scales, and at least half of decadal–

multidecadal SWNA droughts in the CESM LME are

also associated with pronounced surface temperature

boundary conditions, predominantly manifesting as a

cool tropical Pacific, cold PDO-like extratropical Pacific,

warm extratropical North Atlantic, and cool tropical

North Atlantic. Although these conditions appear in-

creasingly important for longer droughts, many droughts

lasting decades can occur with relatively weak or in-

consistent SST boundary forcing, supporting the idea

that extended SWNA dry periods can arise from purely

atmospheric forcing in climate models (e.g., Coats et al.

2013b, 2015b; Stevenson et al. 2015).

Cold PDO-like conditions appear to consistently co-

incide with certain patterns of 250-mb geopotential

height anomalies over the extratropical Pacific (Fig. 1),

but we have not shown that these SST anomalies are

driving atmospheric variability, nor have we shown if

persistent atmospheric forcing is driving variability at

the ocean surface (e.g., Davis 1976; Trenberth and

Hurrell 1994; Deser et al. 1999; Schneider and Cornuelle

2005). Nevertheless, there is a clearer relationship be-

tween tropical Pacific SSTs and extratropical atmo-

spheric circulation that suggests changes in the tropical

Pacific Ocean tend to lead extratropical Pacific atmo-

spheric circulation changes (e.g., Schneider and Cornuelle

2005; Trenberth and Hurrell 1994).

The SOM analysis additionally shows that many

CMIP5 LM models simulate similar ocean–atmosphere

patterns to the CESM LME during SWNA drought:

positive 250-mb atmospheric pressure anomalies (e.g.,

ridges) coincide with droughts in SWNA on interannual–

multidecadal time scales. Likewise, these atmospheric

ridge patterns tend to be associated with a cool PDO-

like pattern and a cool tropical North Atlantic, partic-

ularly for droughts of decadal–multidecadal length.

Despite the relatively similar SWNA PR teleconnection

patterns in most CMIP5 models (with SST and geo-

potential height fields; e.g., Fig. 2), the SOM analysis

reveals that the ocean–atmosphere conditions asso-

ciated with SWNA drought can be different across

models. Specifically, the GISS-E2-R suggests decadal–

multidecadal droughts tend to coincide with a more

zonally symmetric high pressure pattern extending from

the Pacific to the Atlantic and that a warm North At-

lantic can drive extended dry periods in SWNA. This

pattern is not consistent with the more zonally asym-

metric ‘‘wave train’’ that originates via changes in con-

vection in the tropical Pacific in many models and

observations and that tends to dominate the coupled

variability of the tropical Pacific and extratropical atmo-

sphere (e.g., Trenberth et al. 1998; Seager et al. 2003).

Agreement among CMIP5 LM models in terms of their

SWNAdrought dynamicsmay be related, in part, to each

model’s representation of the mean state and variability

in the tropical Pacific. A better understanding and sim-

ulation of the tropical Pacific is critical to provide con-

fidence in the ability of CMIP5-class models to simulate

the dynamics of SWNA drought across time scales.

Even though the tropical Pacific teleconnection to

hydroclimate in SWNA is stronger in the CESM than in

observations (and thus likely stronger than in the real

world; e.g., Fig. 2), there is still an important role for

purely atmospheric forcing in driving extended drought

in SWNA. This role in the real world thus might be

expected to be even larger than in the CESM. However,

the tropical Atlantic appears to play a consistently weak

role in driving SWNA drought in the CESM, and

CMIP5-class models tend to struggle to reproduce ob-

served teleconnections between North American hy-

droclimate and the Atlantic (McCabe et al. 2004; Ting

et al. 2009; Conroy et al. 2009; Kushnir et al. 2010; Coats

et al. 2015a). The North Atlantic is a region that has

large magnitude decadal–multidecadal time scale vari-

ability, so these models may also be underestimating the

role of oceanic forcing of drought in SWNA.

Our analysis shows the utility of the SOM framework

for studying the continuum of climate variability across

time scales. These findings advance our understanding

of extended, potentially catastrophic drought. As we

(and others; e.g., Coats et al. 2015b) have shown, there is

an inconsistent relationship between the SST boundary

conditions and extended droughts in SWNA. While
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there appears to be a continuum of conditions that lead

to extended droughts, with a variety of persistent surface

temperature boundary conditions in the Pacific (and

Atlantic) leading to drought across time scales, internal

atmospheric variability can also lead to a significant

portion of decadal-to-multidecadal droughts. These

findings are important for the predictability of ‘‘mega-

drought’’ events (e.g., Karspeck et al. 2004; Seager et al.

2004), as a role for stochastic atmospheric variability in

driving these features implies limited potential pre-

dictability. Furthermore, these results highlight the im-

portance of improving model simulations; CMIP5-class

models generate drought in SWNA region via a com-

bination of internal atmospheric variability, SST forcing,

external forcing, and local land–atmosphere feed-

backs, all of which must be realistically simulated (e.g.,

Langford et al. 2014; Cook et al. 2016). Recent work has

highlighted the need to improve simulated Pacific vari-

ability (e.g., Cheung et al. 2017; Parsons et al. 2017),

Atlantic teleconnections (e.g., Coats et al. 2015a,b;

Ting et al. 2009; Kushnir et al. 2010), and local land–

atmosphere feedbacks (e.g., Langford et al. 2014). We

also need to advance our understanding of how an-

thropogenic forcing may impact Pacific surface tem-

perature variability and persistence in the twenty-first

century as this region plays an important role in driving

drought across time scales and intermodel differences in

the dynamics of such droughts.
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